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Abstract

Invasive neurophysiological studies in nonhuman primates have shown different lam-

inar activation profiles to auditory vs. visual stimuli in auditory cortices and adjacent

polymodal areas. Means to examine the underlying feedforward vs. feedback type

influences noninvasively have been limited in humans. Here, using 1-mm isotropic

resolution 3D echo-planar imaging at 7 T, we studied the intracortical depth profiles

of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) blood oxygenation level dependent

(BOLD) signals to brief auditory (noise bursts) and visual (checkerboard) stimuli.

BOLD percent-signal-changes were estimated at 11 equally spaced intracortical

depths, within regions-of-interest encompassing auditory (Heschl's gyrus, Heschl's

sulcus, planum temporale, and posterior superior temporal gyrus) and polymodal

(middle and posterior superior temporal sulcus) areas. Effects of differing BOLD sig-

nal strengths for auditory and visual stimuli were controlled via normalization and

statistical modeling. The BOLD depth profile shapes, modeled with quadratic regres-

sion, were significantly different for auditory vs. visual stimuli in auditory cortices,

but not in polymodal areas. The different depth profiles could reflect sensory-specific

feedforward versus cross-sensory feedback influences, previously shown in laminar

recordings in nonhuman primates. The results suggest that intracortical BOLD pro-

files can help distinguish between feedforward and feedback type influences in the

human brain. Further experimental studies are still needed to clarify how underlying

signal strength influences BOLD depth profiles under different stimulus conditions.

K E YWORD S
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Neuroanatomical studies in nonhuman primates (NHP) have revealed

a hierarchical organization among areas of the cerebral cortex, defined

by laminar distributions of the origins and terminations of the connec-

tions between areas (Felleman & Van Essen, 1991; Rockland &

Pandya, 1979; Zeki, 2018). The inter-area connections are described

as being of feedforward (FF), feedback (FB), or lateral type. Laminar
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patterns corresponding to different types of inputs into cortical areas

have been identified also functionally in NHPs using electrophysiolog-

ical recordings, with FF inputs targeting the granular layer in the mid-

dle and FB inputs arriving above and below the granular layer (Lakatos

et al., 2007, 2009; Schroeder et al., 2001; Schroeder & Foxe, 2002).

Characterizing such FF and FB influences provides valuable informa-

tion for understanding neural processing in the cerebral cortex (see,

e.g., Walker & Hickok, 2016), and determining these noninvasively in

humans is of considerable interest (Petro & Muckli, 2017; Yang

et al., 2021).

Recent advances in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

have enabled imaging blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) sig-

nals with high enough spatial resolution (≤ 1mm3 voxel size) to study

activation depth profiles across the cortical layers in humans (Finn

et al., 2019; Norris & Polimeni, 2019; Polimeni et al., 2018). Several

studies have used depth profiles of BOLD signals to dissociate differ-

ent input types in the visual cortex (Fracasso et al., 2018; Klein

et al., 2018; Kok et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2019; Muckli

et al., 2015). BOLD depth profiles could be particularly well suited for

the investigation of human auditory cortices (Ahveninen et al., 2016;

De Martino et al., 2015; Moerel et al., 2018; Moerel et al., 2019; Wu

et al., 2018), which are generally thicker than visual cortices (Fischl &

Dale, 2000). Recent 7 T fMRI studies have examined depth profiles of

also multisensory and attentional influences in auditory cortex (Gau

et al., 2020) as well as columnar and laminar distribution of audiovi-

sual processing of motion stimuli in planum temporale (PT) (Chai

et al., 2021). In this study, we characterize the cortical depth profiles

of BOLD signals in auditory and polymodal cortical areas in response

to auditory and visual stimulation.

A well-established neurophysiological model of FF and FB influ-

ences in NHP provides specific predictions for depth profiles for our

human study (Lakatos et al., 2009; Schroeder & Foxe, 2002). There is

converging evidence that cross-sensory influences already take place

in early auditory cortex, shown by both NHP neurophysiological stud-

ies (see, e.g., Foxe & Schroeder, 2005; Ghazanfar & Schroeder, 2006;

Kayser & Logothetis, 2007; Schroeder & Foxe, 2005) and human neu-

roimaging studies (Beauchamp et al., 2004; Foxe et al., 2002; Kayser

et al., 2005; Noesselt et al., 2007; Raij et al., 2000; Raij et al., 2010;

Rohe & Noppeney, 2016). In NHP auditory cortices, cross-sensory

inputs can be of FF or FB type, depending on the hierarchical level of

the receiving auditory area and the sensory modality of the inputs

(Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009; Schroeder et al., 2001; Schroeder &

Foxe, 2002). In and near the primary auditory cortex, cross-sensory

visual stimuli result in FB type laminar activation patterns

(in superficial and deep layers), in contrast to the FF type patterns

(middle layer) evoked by auditory input. In the NHP superior temporal

polysensory (STP) area, the laminar profiles are of FF type for both

auditory and visual stimulation (Schroeder & Foxe, 2002). We pre-

dicted that the cortical depth profiles of the BOLD signal in response

to auditory vs. visual stimulation would be qualitatively different in

the primary auditory cortex (corresponding to FF vs. FB type inputs),

whereas in a polymodal superior temporal region, homologous to the

STP in NHP, the depth profiles would be similar.

One of the challenges in the interpretation of depth-dependent

fMRI is the BOLD signal from large veins, which bias the estimated

activation toward the superficial pial surface (Markuerkiaga

et al., 2016; Olman et al., 2007; Polimeni et al., 2010; Turner, 2002).

In addition, intracortical radial ascending veins may affect the BOLD

signal across the cortical layers (Markuerkiaga et al., 2016; van Dijk

et al., 2020, 2021). The small voxel-size provided with high-field fMRI

helps to reduce the partial-volume effect from pial matter

(Blazejewska et al., 2019). We used 1 mm3 isotropic resolution 3D

echo-planar imaging (EPI) at 7 T, which has been shown to provide

better sensitivity and shorter volume acquisition time (although hav-

ing larger vulnerability to physiological artifacts and movement) in

visual cortex, compared with more conventional 2D-EPI, although

depending of the protocol (Poser et al., 2010). For the depth profile

analysis, we resampled the fMRI data into 11 equally spaced surfaces

within the cortical gray matter, and compared the different task con-

ditions (auditory vs. visual) in the same vertices across the gray mat-

ter. Previous studies have demonstrated that the BOLD signal

increases from deep to superficial layers (e.g., Chai et al., 2021; Gau

et al., 2020; Markuerkiaga et al., 2016; Polimeni et al., 2010). We

described the shape of the activation depth profiles by fitting a qua-

dratic polynomial to the BOLD %-signal-change profile. The quadratic

model enabled us to investigate nonlinear depth dependence. A con-

cave (“inverted-U”) shape, indicating larger BOLD signal in the middle

cortical layers relative to a linear profile, could potentially correspond

to the distribution of FF type inputs, whereas a convex shape, indi-

cating relatively larger BOLD signal in the lower and upper layers,

could correspond to FB type inputs. Using these approaches, we

demonstrate distinct depth profiles of cortical activation in response

to auditory and visual stimulation in primary auditory versus adjacent

polymodal areas.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Thirteen right-handed adults (8 females, 23–35 years) with no neuro-

logical disorders or psychiatric conditions participated. Potential sub-

jects were first screened to ensure that they are MRI compatible and

that they had normal hearing and vision. The study protocol was

approved by the Institutional Review Board at Massachusetts General

Hospital. The subjects gave written informed consent prior to the

experiments.

2.2 | Task and stimuli

Subjects were presented 300-ms auditory (A), visual (V), and audiovi-

sual (AV; simultaneous auditory and visual) stimuli (Raij et al., 2010).

One run consisted of 45 stimuli in trains of 5 stimuli of the same cate-

gory. The trains were presented in pseudorandom order with a 6-s

interval between them; the stimulus onset asynchrony between the
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stimuli within a train was 1.5 s. A, V, and AV stimuli were equiproba-

ble. In 50% of the stimulus trains, one of the five stimulus events was

a target event (i.e., 10% of all events). The auditory stimuli were

300-ms Gaussian noise bursts filtered at 200–8000 Hz and with

10-ms onset and offset ramps. The visual stimuli were foveally pre-

sented checkerboard patterns, with visual angle 3.5� � 3.5� and con-

trast 100%. The audiovisual stimuli were combinations of the A and V

stimuli. The auditory target event was a 1000-Hz pure tone, the visual

target a checkerboard pattern with a gray diamond-shaped pattern in

the middle, and the AV target the combination of auditory and visual

targets. The subjects were asked to press a button with the right-hand

index finger as quickly as possible upon detecting a target. Two of the

subjects had three runs, one had five runs, and the rest of the subjects

had four runs per session. Seven of the 13 subjects had two sessions.

For those subjects, the general linear model (GLM) was fit separately

for both sessions, and the session was used as a variable in the linear

mixed-effect (LME) model (see below).

2.3 | Data acquisition

7 Tesla MRI was obtained using a whole-body scanner (MAGNETOM,

Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel RF loop coil head

array (Keil et al., 2010). Anatomical T1 data were acquired using a

0.75 mm isotropic MEMPRAGE pulse sequence (van der Kouwe

et al., 2008). For functional data acquisition with 1.0-mm isotropic res-

olution, we used a gradient-echo 3D-EPI protocol (WIP1080 proto-

type sequence from Siemens) with the following parameters:

44 partitions with thickness 1.0 mm positioned to optimize the cover-

age for superior temporal regions, TR/TE = 3.068 s/30 ms, flip angle

14�, no fat suppression, field of view = 192 � 192 mm2, 192 � 192

matrix, bandwidth = 1628 Hz/pixel, acceleration factor in phase

encoding direction 4, acceleration factor in 3D direction 1, nominal

echo spacing = 1 ms, and CAIPI shift kz = 0, ky = 1. The images were

reconstructed by using the GRAPPA pipeline (Griswold et al., 2002),

as provided by the vendor. Head motion during the scans was mini-

mized by firm support, and head motion was detected and corrected

in the preprocessing. See Data S1 for an example of raw EPI data

(Figure S1), and for temporal signal-to-noise ratio for a phantom and

one representative subject, respectively (Figures S2 and S3).

2.4 | Analysis of anatomical MRI

Bias field correction, cortical surface reconstructions, coregistration of

anatomical and functional data, as well as fMRI data-analyses were

conducted using FreeSurfer 6.0 (Fischl, 2012) with an extension for

submillimeter 7 T data (Zaretskaya et al., 2015) and our in-house soft-

ware using Matlab 2019b (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachu-

setts, USA). Surface reconstructions of the interfaces between the

cortical gray matter vs. the underlying white matter and pial surface

were automatically generated from the anatomical MRI data

(Fischl, 2012). Nine additional surfaces were created at fixed relative

distances between the white matter border and pial surfaces deter-

mined from the cortical thickness (Polimeni et al., 2010). Even though

the number of surfaces is large compared with the functional resolu-

tion, it can still improve depth profile visualization and minimize partial

volume effects between neighboring voxels (Huber et al., 2018). All

surfaces created by FreeSurfer for an individual subject had the same

number of vertices, allowing corresponding vertices in each of the

11 surfaces to be used for the depth profile analysis. An example of

the gray and white matter surfaces overlaid on a cross-section of the

anatomical data is shown in Figure S4.

We selected six cortical regions-of-interest (ROIs) in each hemi-

sphere based on the Destrieux and Desikan-Killiany atlases provided

by FreeSurfer (Desikan et al., 2006; Fischl et al., 2004; Figure 1). The

ROIs were chosen to cover primary and nonprimary auditory regions

and polymodal superior temporal regions: Heschl's gyrus (HG),

Heschl's sulcus (HS), lower part of planum temporale (PT; masked with

supramarginal area of the FreeSurfer Desikan-Killiany atlas), posterior

part of superior temporal gyrus (pSTG), and middle and posterior parts

of superior temporal sulcus (mSTS and pSTS).

2.5 | Preprocessing of fMRI data

Individual functional volumes were motion-corrected to the middle vol-

ume of each run, co-registered with each subject's structural MRI using

Boundary-Based Registration (Greve & Fischl, 2009), and intensity nor-

malized (see Figure S5 for coregistration of functional volumes to the

anatomical surfaces). Since these 3D-EPI data were encoded in 3D, there

were no slice timing differences and thus no slice-timing correction was

applied. The fMRI time series were resampled onto the 11 surfaces by

projecting each intersecting functional voxel onto the corresponding sur-

face vertices using trilinear interpolation. See Figure S6 for example of

surface BOLD signal time series and Figure S7 for functional signal-to-

noise ratio. BOLD signal time series for each of the 11 surfaces were

separately entered into a GLM with the task conditions (A, V, and AV) as

F IGURE 1 Cortical regions-of-interest, based on Destrieux and
Desikan-Killiany atlases, used in the depth profile analysis. The
inflated surfaces of Freesurfer's fsaverage template, shown rotated
25� around the vertical axis, are used here only for illustration
purposes; all analyses were performed separately using individual
subjects' data
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explanatory variables. Slow trends in the data were removed by high-

pass filtering at 0.01 Hz. In addition, instead of a conventional volumetric

approach, the data were smoothed along the surface using a 2D Gauss-

ian kernel with 3 mm FWHM.

To select the vertices for the depth profile analysis within each

ROI, we averaged the activity in the AV condition in the seven middle

surfaces (excluding two surfaces from the top and two from the bot-

tom) and selected the vertices with a significant positive value

(p < .05, uncorrected). Thus, each surface had same number of verti-

ces from which values were selected when comparing the A and V

conditions, thereby controlling for potential layer sensitivity bias. For

the A and V conditions, all positive %-signal-change values within

each ROI were averaged, separately for each surface, from the set of

vertices selected based on the AV condition. Figure S8 shows %-sig-

nal-changes (positive values) of conditions AV, A, and V in vertices

used for calculating the depth profiles; all ROIs included significant

vertices, but the exact number depended on the individual subject.

Because of the inherent differences in the response strength between

the conditions, the data were z-score normalized by subtracting the

mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the data. This normali-

zation was performed separately within each condition, ROI and

hemisphere, but across subjects and surfaces (see Figure S9 for

details).

2.6 | Depth profile analysis of fMRI data

The shape of the depth profiles of the BOLD signal was modeled as a

quadratic polynomial:

z xð Þ¼ ax2þbxþc ð1Þ

where z xð Þ is the (normalized) %-signal-change value and x represents

cortical depth corresponding to the 11 surfaces. In our analyses, x was

centered around 0, with �5 corresponding to the white matter border

and+5 the pial surface, thus making x and x2 fully orthogonal. Our

main interest was in evaluating potential differences between the A

and V conditions in the coefficient a for the second-order term. We

focused on normalized data to control for the possibility that strong

amplitude differences between auditory and visual conditions in cer-

tain ROIs might bias the estimated coefficient values of the statistical

model. Results for nonnormalized data are presented in Data S1.

To evaluate task-related differences in the depth profiles, we

used a linear mixed-effect model (fitlme provided by Matlab, 2019b)

defined by the formula (Wilkinson notation; Wilkinson &

Rogers, 1973):

response � 1þconditionþ surfaceþ surface2þcondition : surface

þ condition : surface2þ 1 subjectj Þþ 1jsubject : sessionð Þ,ð
ð2Þ

where response is the normalized %-signal-change value, 1 is the inter-

cept, condition (A, V), surface and surface2 are predictors, and subject

and session are grouping variables. Thus, the model has fixed effects

for intercept, condition, surface, and surface2 as well as their interac-

tions, and random effects for subject and session within a subject.

Here, we primarily focused on the interactions quantifying the task-

related differences in the shape of the depth profile, i.e., the term con-

dition by surface2. The LME model of Equation (1) can be written as:

zrst m, xð Þ¼ βr0þβr1mþ βr2þβr12m
� �

xþ βr3þβr13m
� �

x2þηr0sþηr0stþerst m, xð Þ,
ð3Þ

where z is the (normalized) %-signal change; s and t are indices for

subject and session, respectively; r is ROI (6 ROIs in each hemisphere);

m is an indicator variable for the stimulus condition (the sensory

modality, A, or V); x represents the cortical depth (the 11 surfaces); β

are coefficients for fixed effects, η are coefficients for random effects

and e is the error term. The significance threshold for testing two

hemispheres, six ROIs, and six fixed effect terms was p< .05, with

false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons. The

resulting LME model was also used to estimate and visualize fitted

(or “predicted”) depth profiles.

To describe the characteristics of the depth profiles with a simple

measure, and to help visualize the shape parameters in a cortical surface

representation, we also fitted a quadratic polynomial regression for each

ROI and subject separately. We then evaluated differences between A

and V separately for the quadratic, linear, and constant polynomial coeffi-

cients. The statistical significance of differences between A and V for

these coefficients was determined using a secondary LME model

poly � 1þconditionþ 1jsubjectð Þþ 1jsubject : sessionð Þ, ð4Þ

where poly is polynomial coefficient (a, b, or c in Equation 1) from all

subjects (response variable), 1 represents the intercept, condition (A, V)

is the predictor, and subject and session are the grouping variables.

Thus, the model had fixed effects for intercept and condition, and a

random effect for subject and session. The significance threshold for

testing two hemispheres, six ROIs, and three coefficients was p < .05,

with FDR correction for multiple comparisons.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Depth profiles in A and V responses in and
near auditory cortices

A summary of the BOLD signal depth profile analysis and results is

provided in Figure 2. The fMRI data were resampled into 11 equally

spaced surfaces within the cortical gray matter (Figure 2a). The

selected ROIs covered auditory cortex and adjacent areas (Figure 2b,

see Figure 1 for all ROIs). The depth profiles of the normalized BOLD

response to auditory and visual stimuli are shown for two ROIs in

Figure 2c. In the left hemisphere HS ROI, the depth profile in the audi-

tory condition had a concave shape, with the slope of the profile

being steepest near the white matter surface. In contrast, in the visual
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condition the depth profile had a convex shape, with the slope

increasing towards the superficial surfaces. In the left pSTS ROI, the

depth profiles had a nearly linear shape for both the auditory and the

visual condition. The curvilinear shape was characterized by the coef-

ficient a of the quadratic term in the regression model, such that nega-

tive and positive values of a correspond to concave and convex

shapes, respectively (Figure 2d). The values of this coefficient for indi-

vidual subjects in the two ROIs are shown in Figure 2e. In the auditory

cortex ROI (left HS) the mean values differed significantly between

the two conditions, being negative (concave shape) in the A condition

and positive (convex) in the V condition. In the presumed polymodal

area posterior STS, the values were close to zero (linear shape) in both

conditions, with no statistically significant differences between them.

3.2 | Group analyses of depth profiles

The statistical significance of the parameters of the LME model

(Equation 2) are shown in Table S1, and the predicted depth profiles

derived from the values of the LME model are shown in Figures S11a,

b. The corresponding results for non-normalized data are shown in

Table S2. The LME model for the normalized data indicated a signifi-

cant condition by surface2 interaction, which is of the main interest in

this study, in four ROIs: left HG (pcorrected = .0014), right HG

(pcorrected = .00060), left HS (pcorrected = .0029), and left pSTG

(pcorrected = .0014). No significant condition by surface2 interactions

were found in any of the posterior (polymodal) ROIs.

There were no significant effects for the intercept, which is

expected for the zero-mean normalized data. In all ROIs, there was a

significant main effect of surface, reflecting an increase in the

response from deep to superficial surfaces. A significant effect of con-

dition was found in the left HG, HS, and pSTG, and the right HG. This

was somewhat surprising considering that the data for each condition

were normalized separately. However, these main effects of condition

were seen in the same ROIs as the condition by surface2 interactions,

suggesting that the differences in the nonlinear shape between condi-

tions resulted in an offset of the response levels at the center of the

profile (x¼0) in the normalized data. Significant condition by surface

F IGURE 2 Depth profiles of 7 T fMRI BOLD data. (a) the cortical gray matter was divided into 11 evenly spaced surfaces, shown here
superimposed on an anatomical image with 0.75-mm isotropic resolution in a representative subject (yellow: white matter (WM)–gray matter
border, blue: pial surface). The enlarged part shows left hemisphere auditory areas including Heschl's gyrus (HG) and sulcus (HS). (b) Two of the
regions-of-interest (ROIs) used; an auditory cortex region (HS) and a polymodal area (posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS)). The ROIs are
illustrated on an inflated left-hemisphere cortical surface. (c) Depth profiles of BOLD %-signal-change for the two ROIs (normalized separately for
each condition in each ROI), showing the mean ± SEM (13 subjects) on the 11 surfaces in response to auditory (blue dots) and visual (red dots)
stimuli. According to the LME model, the depth profiles differed significantly between the auditory and visual conditions in the left HS, but not in
the left pSTS. The continuous curves show quadratic regression models fitted to the depth profiles averaged across subjects for visualization of
the effect. (d) Interpretation of the coefficient for the quadratic term of the polynomial model: When a > 0 the shape is convex. (e) Results of
polynomial fitting to individual subjects. The coefficient a for the quadratic term in the regression model for individual subjects (dots) in the two

ROIs are shown for the auditory and visual stimulation conditions. In HS, the coefficients were significantly different between the conditions
(highlighted by green background), being negative for the auditory condition (convex profile) but positive (concave) for visual condition. In pSTS,
no significant difference between the auditory and visual conditions was found.
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interactions were found in the anterior ROIs (HG, HS, PT, pSTG in

both hemispheres), presumably reflecting the stronger activation in

the A than the V condition, manifested in steeper slopes even after

the z-score normalization.

3.3 | Polynomial fitting analysis in individual
participants

In addition to the statistical analysis using the LME model described

above, we further illustrated differences in the depth profile shapes

by fitting quadratic regression models to profiles averaged across the

subjects (Figure 3a, see Figure S10 for non-normalized data). As a gen-

eral observation, the shapes of the depth profiles differed more

between the A and V conditions in the more anterior ROIs (HG, HS,

PT, and pSTG) close to the primary auditory areas, whereas the pro-

files were similar in the more posterior ROIs (mSTS and pSTS) close to

polymodal areas. Notably, the fitted polynomial curves (Figure 3a) are

generally consistent with predicted depth profiles from the LME

(Figure S11), showing a similar pattern of concave versus convex

shapes in the anterior–posterior axis in the A and V conditions. Fur-

thermore, the results were not sensitive to the selection of voxels

within each ROI: the results in Figure 3a, which were based on verti-

ces chosen using the AV condition (Figure S8), were similar to those

obtained by using all vertices within each ROI (Figures S11c,d) for

averaging the positive response values.

The values of the coefficient for the quadratic term in the polyno-

mial fit (a in Equation 1) in individual subjects are shown in Figure 3b.

This coefficient was significantly different between the conditions

(A < V) in the left HG, HS, PT, and pSTG, and in the right HG. In all of

these ROIs, the mean values of the coefficient were negative (concave

shape) in the A condition and positive (convex) in the V condition.

Similar differences between the conditions were obtained also with

non-normalized data (Figures S13): only one additional ROI (right

F IGURE 3 (a) BOLD signal depth profiles for all ROIs. Mean ± SEM (13 subjects) %-signal-changes (normalized separately for each condition in
each ROI) are shown for the 11 surfaces covering the cortex from the white matter (WM) border to the pial surface for the A (blue dots) and V (red
dots) conditions. The continuous curves show quadratic regression models fitted to the depth profiles that were first averaged across the subjects.
The data from subjects who had two sessions were averaged across the sessions before calculating the mean and fitting the regression model.
Statistical significance (p < .05) of condition by surface2 interaction in the LME model of Equation 2 (see Table S1) is indicated by an asterisk.
(b) Coefficients of the quadratic term a in Equation 1 from a polynomial fit to the normalized BOLD signal depth profiles separately for each subject.
The coefficients are shown for all ROIs in the left (top row) and right (bottom) hemisphere for individual subjects (dots). ROIs for which there was a
significant difference between the a and V conditions (estimated by the secondary LME model, Equation 4) are highlighted with green background
(p < .05, FDR corrected). The data were normalized separately for each condition in each ROI before fitting the secondary LME model.
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pSTG) showed significant differences (in the opposite direction, A > V)

for the non-normalized data. The similarity of the results for normal-

ized and non-normalized data suggests that the overall magnitude dif-

ferences between the A and V conditions had little effect on the

results of the analysis of the profile shape as characterized by the

quadratic term.

As expected, however, there were several differences between

the results for normalized and non-normalized data in the linear and

constant terms. The values for all three coefficients a, b, and c are

shown Figures S12 (normalized) and S13 (non-normalized). For the

normalized data, significant differences in the coefficient b for the lin-

ear term between the conditions (A >V) were seen in the anterior

ROIs (bilateral HG, HS, PT, and right pSTG). For the non-normalized

data most ROIs (bilateral HG, HS, PT, pSTG, and left mSTS) showed

significantly larger values in the A condition for the linear and con-

stant terms; in contrast, the most posterior of our ROIs (bilateral pSTS)

showed a significant difference in the opposite direction (A <V) in the

coefficient for the constant term.

Since the magnitude of the BOLD response differed substan-

tially between the A and V conditions, particularly in the auditory

cortex ROIs (see non-normalized data in Figure S10), we further

examined whether the observed differences in the shape of the

depth profiles were driven by differences in the overall response

magnitude. van Dijk et al. (2020) demonstrated that BOLD 3D-EPI

amplitude scaled linearly across cortical depths with different

response strengths. Thus, when the quadratic coefficients for the A

and V conditions have the same sign, an observed difference

between them could be simply due to a difference in the overall

response magnitude. Importantly, however, Figure 3a shows that the

sign (i.e., concavity vs. convexity) was different for A and V condi-

tions in the regions that were statistically significant, and thus those

differences in the quadratic coefficients between conditions cannot

be explained simply by magnitude differences. Furthermore, we esti-

mated profiles in the A condition using only a subset of vertices such

that the average %-signal-changes were, across all depths, closer to

those in the V condition. As shown by Figure S14, the shape of the

depth profile for A condition for the left HS remained concave.

Tables S3 and S4 show LME model results using the subsets of ver-

tices with lower activation levels.

3.4 | Cortical surface mapping of depth profile
parameters

The mean values of the coefficient for the quadratic term for each

ROI are visualized on inflated cortical surfaces in Figure 4, demon-

strating a progression pattern of the coefficient values from sensory

to polymodal regions that is reversed between A and V conditions.

4 | DISCUSSION

The shape of the depth profiles of 1-mm resolution human 7 T fMRI

of BOLD signals in response to auditory and visual stimulation dif-

fered significantly in ROIs near primary auditory cortices, but not in

the adjacent polymodal areas. These results are consistent with previ-

ous NHP studies (Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009; Schroeder &

Foxe, 2002), and possibly stem from an underlying difference in the

laminar distribution of input connections. Near primary auditory

regions the slope of the depth profile in the A condition was largest in

the deepest surfaces (concave profile), whereas in the V condition the

slope was largest near to the superficial surfaces (convex profile). Our

results suggest that the shapes of the intracortical BOLD signal depth

profiles could provide a way to differentiate between FF versus FB

influences noninvasively in the human brain.

A limited number of previous studies have explicitly focused on

the differentiation of FF and FB profiles in the human auditory cortex.

One recent fMRI study showed differing depth profiles of attentional

and multisensory influences during auditory and/or visual stimulation

in human auditory cortex; however, these effects were dominated by

deactivations rather than signal increases, and their analysis concen-

trated on linear and constant shape parameters in two broadly defined

ROIs, labeled A1 and PT (Gau et al., 2020). However, the present find-

ings of depth profiles generally increasing toward the pial surface are

consistent with results by Chai et al. (2021). In addition to BOLD pro-

files, Chai et al. measured depth profiles also with VAPER (integrated

blood volume and perfusion contrast), which has superior laminar

specificity that reduces the draining vein bias towards surface. By

combining information by VAPER and BOLD, Chai et al. concluded

that auditory stimuli had a mixture of FF and FB effects in anterior PT,

whereas visual stimuli had an FB effect in posterior PT; in A1, they

only found an FF effect for auditory stimuli. There are some possibili-

ties that might explain the discrepancy between these results and our

findings (we found no FB effect for A condition in HG or HS, and we

found FB type effect for V condition in HG, HS, and PT), such as

selection of the ROIs and voxels, stimuli (their moving vs. our static

stimuli) and the general study design. The present study extends the

previous findings by comparing curvilinear shapes of BOLD signal

depth profiles in auditory vs. nearby polymodal areas.

Our human 7 T fMRI results are in line with regional differences

of FF vs. FB influences found in NHPs using measurements of local

field potentials (LFP; Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009; Schroeder &

Foxe, 2002). Both in nonprimary (Schroeder & Foxe, 2002) and pri-

mary (Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009) auditory cortices, auditory responses

F IGURE 4 The values of the coefficient for the quadratic term of
the polynomial fit (a in Equation 1), averaged across subjects, shown
for all ROIs. Importantly, the progression of the coefficient values
from sensory-topolymodal regions is reversed between the auditory
and visual conditions.
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have a FF type laminar profile with the earliest activity in the granular

middle layer. In contrast, the profiles of cross-sensory visual (and

somatosensory) responses resemble those of FB type inputs that

arrive predominantly to superficial, and to some degree also to deep

layers (Lakatos et al., 2007, 2009; Schroeder & Foxe, 2002). Here,

analogously to these LFP studies, the BOLD signal depth profiles to A

vs. V stimuli were significantly different in the left HG, HS, pSTG, and

right HG ROIs, which encompass primary and some nonprimary areas

of the human auditory cortex (Da Costa et al., 2011; Moerel

et al., 2014). The concave depth profile observed in the A condition in

these areas, with the largest signal relative to a linear shape in the

middle part of the profile, could correspond to FF type inputs into the

granular layer of the cortex, whereas the convex shape in the V condi-

tion could indicate FB type inputs to supra-granular and infra-granular

layers. Laminar LFP recordings in NHPs suggest that in polymodal

areas, such as the STP, which is located in the superior temporal sul-

cus in NHP, LFP responses to auditory and visual stimuli both have a

FF type laminar profile (Schroeder & Foxe, 2002). This is in line with

our present finding of no significant difference between the A and V

conditions in the coefficient of the quadratic term of the polynomial

fit to the intracortical BOLD profile in the mSTS and pSTS ROIs.

We found the clearest separation between sensory-specific (audi-

tory) and cross-sensory (visual) depth profiles in the left HS. This area

may correspond to the lateroposterior region, which is immediately

posterior to the primary auditory cortex, as defined in human post-

mortem studies (Wallace et al., 2002). This pattern is consistent with

previous NHP fMRI studies, which suggest that within the auditory

cortex, the effects of cross-sensory stimulation are particularly strong

in areas posterior to A1 (Kayser et al., 2009).

The depth profiles in the right pSTG were different from those in

its left hemispheric counterparts, as well as in the ROIs of closer to

the core of auditory cortex: the right pSTG showed a more convex

profile (i.e., more positive quadratic term) in the A than in the V condi-

tion. However, values of the quadratic coefficients were small, with

nearly linear profiles, resembling the profiles observed for the left and

right mSTS. It is also worth noting that the present area pSTG, defined

based on the Freesurfer Destrieux atlas, included only the crest of the

STG that is near the boundary of higher-order auditory association

areas and multisensory cortices, and this area shows much greater

individual variability, differing functional connectivity patterns, and

more complex feature tuning properties than areas closer to the pri-

mary auditory cortex (Moerel et al., 2013; Norman-Haignere

et al., 2015; Ren, Hubbard, et al., 2021; Ren, Xu, et al., 2021).

A possible concern for the interpretation of the data is that differ-

ences in the overall strength of signals could have confounded the esti-

mation of BOLD depth profiles. Here, we attempted to control for this

possibility at the group level, by regressing out the effect of individual

variability in baseline amplitude differences between conditions in our

LME models. Further, because the amplitude differences were quite

large in certain ROIs, we normalized the data to avoid biasing the esti-

mates of the depth profile coefficients in the LME model. However,

despite these statistical procedures, we cannot fully exclude the alterna-

tive explanation that, due to the underlying neurovascular generation

process, the curvature depends on signal strength. For example, the

BOLD signal might start to saturate with high amplitudes of the %-sig-

nal-change and thus affect the shape of the depth profile due to a ceil-

ing effect. Thus, as an additional control, we also conducted a more

qualitative analysis where we compared the shapes of the depth profiles

for A stimuli, which generally triggered much stronger responses in and

near auditory cortices than V stimuli. In this analysis, we consecutively

iterated the cortical vertices selected to the analysis of A profiles, by

excluding vertices where the average %-signal-change across all depths

was limited to amplitude of 4 or 2. Although this analysis is limited by

the fact that the selected vertices included to the ROI average slightly

differed between the estimates, it is interesting to note that the shape

of the depth profile for A responses remained similar irrespective of the

maximum threshold, consistent with previously reported linear scaling

in the visual cortex (van Dijk et al., 2020). However, it is obvious that

further studies are still needed to clarify the relationship between the

signal strength and the shape of the depth profile.

Another potential limitation to the interpretation of the results is

that the BOLD signal depth profiles to cytoarchitectonically defined

cortical layers is not straightforward. The thickness of cellular layers

varies across the cortex and even across subareas of auditory cortex

(Barbas, 2015; Ding et al., 2009; Zachlod et al., 2020). The laminar

properties also vary in depth as a function of the curvature of the cor-

tex (Fatterpekar et al., 2003; Hilgetag & Barbas, 2006; Van Essen &

Maunsell, 1980), and cortical thickness itself also varies across folding

patterns (Fischl & Dale, 2000). Furthermore, even with small voxel

size the partial volume effect on the tissue boundaries can contami-

nate the pure gray matter signal. Some of the nonspecificity of BOLD

signal arises from the large draining vessels near the pial surface

(Markuerkiaga et al., 2016; Olman et al., 2007; Polimeni et al., 2010;

Turner, 2002). Gradient-echo BOLD is most commonly used for fMRI

due to its high sensitivity, but the biasing influence of large veins

results in a relatively lower specificity. It has been proposed that this

bias can be mitigated with spin-echo fMRI, which purportedly sup-

presses the contribution of large vessels (Duong et al., 2003; Uludag

et al., 2009; Yacoub et al., 2003; Zhao et al., 2004). Spin-echo fMRI,

however, has much lower overall sensitivity than the present

gradient-echo 3D-EPI fMRI method. In addition to BOLD, imaging

using sequences such as VASO or VAPER has showed very promising

results (see, e.g., Chai et al., 2020; Chai et al., 2021). Future studies

using methods that provide better ways for taking the draining vein

effect into account (Chai et al., 2021; Heinzle et al., 2016;

Markuerkiaga et al., 2016; Marquardt et al., 2018) are thus clearly

warranted. Furthermore, combining fMRI with magnetoencephalogra-

phy or electroencephalography (Bonaiuto, Meyer, et al., 2018;

Bonaiuto, Rossiter, et al., 2018) could provide complementary infor-

mation which would help to interpretate the depth profiles.

5 | CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we demonstrated that depth profiles for sensory-

specific auditory and cross-sensory visual activity were distinct in
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auditory regions but similar in polymodal regions in human BOLD sig-

nals. These findings suggest that FF vs. FB type influences could be

distinguished from one another with cortical depth analyses of high-

resolution fMRI, thus opening new perspectives in investigating

detailed hierarchical organization between cortical regions in humans.

Further experimental studies are still needed to clarify how the overall

signal strength influences BOLD depth profiles of intramodal FF and

cross-sensory FB type responses.
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